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ABSTRACT:- Due to broadcast nature of Wireless Sensor Networks and lack of tamper-resistant hardware, 

security in sensor networks is one of the major issues. Hence research is being done on many security attacks on 

wireless sensor networks.Security and privacy are rapidly replacing performance as the first and foremost 

concern in many sensor networking scenarios. In this research various security attacks such as Denial of service 

and sinkhole attack are studied and detected in Wireless sensor networks.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) continue to grow as one of the most exciting and challenging research areas 

of engineering. A WSN is composed of large number of sensor nodes which are distributed in the wireless 

environment. This feature allows a random distribution of the nodes in the disaster relief operations or 

inaccessible terrains and several other applications.There are many applications of WSNs which are intended to 

monitor physical and environmental phenomena such as ocean and wildlife, earthquakes, pollution, wild fires 

and water quality. WSNs can also be used to gather information regarding human activities such as health care, 

manufacturing machinery performance, building safety, military surveillance and reconnaissance, highway 

traffic, etc. WSNs are characterized by severely constrained computational and energy resources, and an ad hoc 

operational environment. They possess unique characteristics such as limited power supplies, low transmission 

bandwidth, small memory size and limited energy; therefore security techniques used in traditional networks 

cannot be adopted directly. The other applications [9] of WSN includes environmental control such as fire-

fighting or marine ground floor erosion, also installing sensors on bridges or buildings to understand earthquake 

vibration patterns, surveillance tasks of many kinds like intruder surveillance in premises, etc. Due to the 

wireless nature and infrastructure-less environment of WSN, they are more vulnerable to many types of security 

attacks. 

 

1.1 WSN Architecture 

In a basic WSN design (fig 1), the various nodes are deployed to accumulate measurements like 

temperature, voltage, or perhaps dissolved atomic number 8. The nodes are a part of a wireless network 
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administered by the entry way that governs network aspects like consumer authentication and information 

security. The entryway collects the mensuration information from every node and sends it over a wired 

connection, generally LAN, to a number controller. A Wireless sensor Network (WSN) could be a network 

composed of an oversized range of inexpensive, low-power, multifunctional device nodes. WSNs share 

several properties with wireless unintentional networks and will need similar techniques like routing 

protocols. However, device networks disagree considerably in bound areas that compel the (direct) usage of 

the many protocols planned for wireless unintentional networks. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 Architecture of WSN 

 

2. RELATED WORK 

Nitesh Gondwal et.al [1] proposed a way to observe the black-hole attack mistreatment multiple base-stations 

and a check agent primarily based technology. This method is Energy economical, Fast, light-weight and 

Reduces message quality. A good resolution was proposed that used multiple base stations to boost the delivery 

of the packets from the device nodes reaching a minimum of one base station within the network so 

guaranteeing high packet delivery success. The projected technique is a lot of economical than the previous 

techniques and provides higher results. Pooja et.al [2] mentioned that lack of tamper-resistant hardware, security 

in device networks is one in every of the key problems. Thus analysis was done on several security attacks on 

wireless device networks. Sybil attack could be a explicit harmful attack. Once a node illegitimately claims 

multiple identities or claims fake id, is named Sybil attack. This paper targeted on varied security problems, 

security threats, Sybil attack and varied strategies to prevent Sybil attack. Vinod Kumar Jatav et.al [3] projected 

the construct that device nodes within the surroundings cause several security threats within the wireless device 

networks. Wormhole attack is among the foremost harmful routing attacks for these networks. It’s going to 

cause the intruder to lure all or most of the information flow that has got to be captured at the base station. This 

paper given a mechanism to launch sinkhole attack primarily based attacks like selective forwarding and region 

attack in wireless device networks. The projected work embrace detection and step rules to form the device 

network secure from these attacks. It absolutely was discovered through simulation that our projected strategies 

for detection and step succeed high degree of security with negligible overheads. Murad A. Rassam et. al.  [4] 

given a survey of intrusion detection schemes in WSNs. 1st the authors given the similar works and showed 

Sensor Nodes 

Routing nodes 
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their variations from this work. At that time authors define the basics of intrusion detection in WSNs and 

delineate the kinds of attacks and state the motivation for intrusion detection in WSNs. Then the authors 

incontestible the challenges of developing a perfect intrusion detection theme for WSNs followed by the most 

needs of an honest candidate intrusion detection theme. The disadvantage of this projected work was that the 

intrusion detection theme was slow to satisfy the dynamic streaming of information. Gulshan Kumar et al. [5] 

narrated that Wireless device Networks are nice result in our world. With its varied sorts of applications WSN 

was additionally a matter of concern for its existing vulnerabilities. to prevent those loopholes the authors 

provided some effective mechanism for providing higher security and authentication problems. During this 

paper the authors have showed such a good mechanism employing a combination of DES and Blowfish in cbc 

mode for security improvement that provides high knowledge confidentiality and authentication. This analysis 

was restricted to figure mistreatment completely different block cipher coding algorithms that was a limitation. 

Dr. G. Padmavathi [6] mentioned a large type of attacks in WSN and their classification mechanisms and 

completely different securities to handle them together with the challenges faced. The key challenges of wireless 

device networks faced was security. whereas the preparation of device nodes in an unattended surroundings 

build the network at risk of a range of potential attacks, the inherent power and memory limitations of device 

nodes makes typical security solutions impossible. The sensing technology combined with process power and 

wireless communication makes it profitable for being exploited in large quantity in future. The wireless 

communication technology additionally non-inheritable varied sorts of security threats. Leela krishna Bysani et 

al. [7] said that WSN can emerged as a prevailing technology in future because of its wide selection of 

applications in military and civilian domains. These networks are simply liable to security attacks since once 

deployed these networks were unattended and unprotected. A number of the inherent options like restricted 

battery and low memory created device networks impossible to use typical security solutions that needed 

complicated computations and high memory. There have been heap of attacks on these networks which may be 

classified as routing attacks and knowledge traffic attacks. A number of the information attacks in device nodes 

are hollow, region and selective forwarding attack. During a region attack, compromised or malicious node 

drops all the packets that forwarded through it. A special case of region attack was selective forwarding attack 

wherever compromised node drops packets by selection which can deteriorate the network efficiency. During 

this paper the authors mentioned regarding selective forwarding attack and a few of the mitigation schemes to 

defend this attack. Dimple Juneja et. al. [8] incontestible an ant-based methodology for detection congestion and 

varied routing attacks in Wireless device Network. The prime parameters into account were Energy, Age and 

responsibility (EAR). Though researchers have projected range of mechanisms for detection congestion and 

routing attacks in WSN however only a few of them have thought of deploying ants as intelligent entities that 

were computationally economical. Furthermore the previous works had been targeted on mistreatment 

parameters like energy, hop and distance however none have used age and responsibility of node as vital 

parameters. This work unambiguously contributed an ant-based detection algorithmic program that considers all 

of the higher than mentioned attributes. The simulation results showed that minimum range of ants will 

discovered most range of routing faults and consumed less energy that was a crucial constraint in Wireless 

device Network. This analysis was liable to security threats, routing attacks and intrusion that were the 

limitation. Ping Loloish et al. [9] instructed that MANETs were particularly at risk of attacks for lacking 

infrastructure and knowledge transfer mistreatment wireless communication particularly for denial of service 
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(DoS) attacks. Black hole and grayhole attack was 2 sorts of DoS attacks and might bring nice harm to mobile 

unplanned network. This paper incontestible an adaptational approach to observe black and grayhole attacks in 

MANETs supported a cross layer style. In network layer the authors projected a path-based methodology to take 

in following hop's action. In mac layer a collision rate reportage system was established to estimate dynamic 

detection threshold therefore on lower the false positive rate beneath high network overload. This theme doesn't 

transport further management packets and saved the system resources of the detection node.  The authors select 

DSR protocol to check the algorithmic program by ns-2 as simulation tool. The experiment result verified our 

theory the common detection rate was higher than 90th and also the false positive rate was below 100 percent. 

Furthermore the adaptational threshold strategy contributes to decrease the false positive rate. Curiac et. al. [10] 

delineate that a method supported the past/present values generated by device nodes were given. During this 

study the output of every device at each moment with its calculable price is computed to a predictor supported 

motor vehicle Regression (AR) technique. If there was an enormous distinction between the 2 values in any 

device then this device became suspicious and an action ought to be done to mitigate its effects. The authors 

given a case study to prove the effectiveness of their construct with some assumptions that were set previous the 

look of the AR technique. These assumptions were common in alternative intrusion detection schemes for WSN 

however restricted the applications of those schemes for various WSN applications. 

 

3. PROPOSED MODEL 

In proposed model Sink hole and DOS attack will be detected in WSN using check agent.In order to operate 

WSNs in a secure way attacks should be prevented with various attack prevention techniques. Otherwise, they 

should be detected on time with intrusion detection techniques, before attackers can harm the network resources. 

In earlier works only sinkhole attack was detected. The role of check agent reduces extra overhead from the 

network. The data delivery is ensured as there is a provision of using multiple base stations in the network. The 

number of base stations will be decreased and complexity of message handling will be improved this will result 

in better delivery in WSN. The process of using checking agent will reduce the consumption of energy in the 

network by the node. 
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